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Stihl RMI 422 PC

Description

RMI 422 PC Is capable of areas upto  1700 m2 

Equipped with the iMow app, you can conveniently configure a host of settings on this PC version

using an app on your smartphone or tablet. For example, you can change the mowing plan, read

status messages and pause or start new mowing operations from the comfort of your home or

office. Within the tailored active times, the smart robotic mower automatically picks the optimum

mowing windows for the best possible cut using the rain sensor and a comparison with online

weather services. The RMI 422 PC has a long life Lithium-Ion battery, which makes the iMow

robotic mower perfect for medium-sized lawns up to 1,700 m². Not only does the robotic mower

cut your lawn automatically, but it also supplies it with nutrients at the same time. The iMow

robotic mower cuts and shreds the grass in one step, returning the clippings to the soil, where it
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acts as a biological fertiliser for a lush, healthy lawn. If the garden is steep or uneven, the

adaptive slope speed function adapts the speed on a gradient up to a 40% incline. If the iMow

robotic mower encounters any obstacles when mowing, sensors in the movable hood detect the

impact and the machine sets off in a different direction. The RMI 422 PC comes with a 5-year

extended domestic warranty (subject to registration and annual servicing). For more information

contact your local Ripon Farm Services branch The STIHL iMow robotic mowers comply with all

applicable safety standards

Contact Richard Metcalfe - 07841 212677 or John Beaumont - 07484 532014

+ a Free Stihl FSA 45 Cordless Strimmer with every purchase (see second image for details)

See this product on our website

Specification

Stock no: Stihl RMI 422 PC iMow

Location: Ripon

Manufacturer: Stihl

Model: RMI 422 PC

More images
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https://riponfarmservices.apknowhow.co.uk/products/new-machinery/new-groundcare/robotic-autonomous-mowers/stihl-rmi-422-pc-stihl-rmi-422-pc-imow/

